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Print & Electronic Publications

Print - internal newsletter

Winner: Virginia
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Print & Electronic Publications

Print - internal magazine

Winner: Oklahoma
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Print & Electronic Publications

Print - external newsletter or magazine

Winner: Florida
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Print & Electronic Publications

Ezine -

Judging State: Minnesota
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Print & Electronic Publications

Print - Annual or biennial report

Winner: Louisiana
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Print & Electronic Publications

Print or electronic media kit

Winner: Washington
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Print & Electronic Publications

Other print publications

Winner: Florida
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Advertising

TV commercial or PSA, with consultant

Winner: New Mexico
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Advertising

TV commercial or PSA, without consultant

Winner: Tennessee
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Skills Awards
Advertising

Radio commercial or PSA, without consultant

Winner: Michigan
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Advertising

Radio commercial or PSA, without consultant

Winner: Michigan
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Skills Awards
Advertising

Radio commercial or PSA, with consultant

Winner: Wisconsin
Advertising

Radio commercial or PSA, with consultant

Winner: Wisconsin
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Advertising

Indoor or outdoor advertising

Winner: Utah
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Advertising

Newspaper or magazine print ad

Winner: Texas
Special Events

Special event

Winner:
Missouri
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Audio/Visual

Video Production, external

Winner: Michigan
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Skills Awards
Audio/Visual

Video Production, internal

Judging state: Minnesota
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Writing

News release

Winner: Michigan
Writing

Guest editorial or op-ed piece

Winner: Missouri
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Writing

Feature story

Winner: Oklahoma
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Writing

CEO column

Winner: Kansas
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Issues/Crisis Management

Winner:
Washington
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Graphic Design

Logo

Winner:
California
Graphic Design

Illustration

Winner:
Washington
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Graphic Design

In-house photo

Winner: Oklahoma
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Graphic Design

Display
Winner: Maryland
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Web sites/ Technology

Web site, with consultant

Winner: Idaho
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Skills Awards
Web sites/Technology

Web site, without consultant

Winner: Virginia
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Web sites/Techology
Interactive presentation
Winner: Missouri
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Skills Awards
Excel

Over $50,000 with consultant

Winner: Missouri
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Skills Awards
Excel

Over $50,000 without consultant

Winner: Virginia
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Skills Awards
Excel

Under $50,000 with consultant

Winner:
California
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Excel

Under $50,000 without consultant

Winner:
California